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INTRODUCTION 

This document is a User Guide for the Create Account After Order extension provided for 

Magento 2 websites by 247XTENSIONS. It describes the functionality of the extension and 

provides some tips for a quick start. 

 

The Create Account After Order extension allows the buyer to create a customer account soon after placing a 

confirmed order on the store site. 

 

Online store sellers are keen for continued engagement with customers visiting their site. Moreover, sellers may 

prefer that customer accounts have visibility of historical orders within their account or avail promotional 

offers/customer loyalty rewards at an account level. While there are customers who complete their registrations 

on the store site, many buyers tend to use guest checkout as a preferred means of purchase. This causes a 

noticeable rise in guest orders on the store site, as compared to registered customers. Also unregistered visitors 

tend to move on quickly to other shop sites to fulfil their shopping needs, which is valuable guest traffic lost by 

the buyer to other store competitors. 

 

Now sellers can encourage guest users to create an account, soon after an order is complete.  This helps to 

increase the number of returning customers to the shop site and in turn, increase the ‘guest’-to-‘registered 

customer’ conversion ratio. Doing so, has an added impact on store popularity and helps to drive sales revenue.  

 

The extension has the following key features: 

• allow seller to prompt buyers to confirm account creation soon after an order is complete 

• enable/disable module as required 

• allow sellers to display custom disclaimer text which the customer can review at the time of account 

creation 

 

HOW TO USE THIS EXTENSION 

 

To use this extension after installation, site administrators simply log in to your admin panel, select ‘Stores’ and 

then select ‘Configuration’ to see the app in the list. 
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ENABLE/DISABLE OPTION 

You can enable/disable the module using this option in the backend. 

  

 

 

SPECIFYING DISCLAIMER 

It is possible to display disclaimer/privacy text which is visible to the customer for review before account 

creation. Additional styles for formatting the text are also available. 

 

 

Enable/disable module 
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Here is how it will look in the front end. Soon after completing the purchase and the order confirmation page is 

displayed, the buyer will be prompted to create an account after entering the password and reviewing the 

disclaimer text. 

 

 

SUPPORT OPTIONS 

If you experience a technical issue or have any questions about this extension, please contact our support team 

by sending us an email at support@247commerce.co.uk or chat with us during the opening hours of our UK office 

(8.30am-5pm GMT) by visiting our website at www.247commerce.co.uk. If you choose to email us, please provide 

details of the extension being used in the subject field and a summary of the issue you’re experiencing in the body 

copy. 

Disclaimer 

mailto:support@247commerce.co.uk
http://www.247commerce.co.uk/
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